BLP: Looking Ahead – Employment Law Changes Timeline 2014 – 2015
31 January
2014

• Changes to TUPE
2006 introduced for
transfers on or after
31 January 2014,
except for the
change in the time
period to provide
employee liability
information (1 May
2014) and the
relaxation of the
requirement for
micro-businesses to
inform and consult
with appropriate
representatives (31
July 2014).

13 October 2014

6 April
2014

• ACAS early
conciliation
introduced
(mandatory for most
employment
tribunals claims
submitted on or after
6 May 2014).
• Repeal of
discrimination
questionnaire
provisions; replaced
with an informal
approach set out in
ACAS guidance.
• Introduction of
employment tribunal
penalties of 50% of
any financial award
for employers who
lose at tribunal.
Penalties subject to a
minimum of £100
and a maximum of
£5,000.

30 June
2014

• The right to request
flexible working was
extended to all
employees with 26
weeks’ continuous
service. In addition,
the statutory
procedure for
considering flexible
working requests
was abolished and
replaced with a
requirement to
handle requests in a
reasonable manner.

1 October
2014

• Employment
tribunals have the
power to order equal
pay audits where an
employer is found
guilty of gender pay
discrimination.
• Fathers and partners
of pregnant women,
and those becoming
parents through a
surrogacy
arrangement, have
the right to unpaid
time off to attend
two antenatal
appointments.

1 January
2015

• PRA-authorised firms
will be required to
ensure that variable
remuneration can be
subject to clawback
in certain situations,
for at least seven
years from the date
of award.

5 April
2015

• A new system of
shared parental leave
and pay is to be
introduced for babies
due or children placed
for adoption on or
after 5 April 2015.
• Changes to
adoption leave and pay
will give adopters,
including those under
‘fostering for adoption’
schemes, comparable
rights to birth parents.
• Intended parents in
surrogacy
arrangements that use
parental orders will
have rights to adoption
leave and may
therefore qualify for
shared parental leave
and pay.
• Single adopters, and
main adopters in the
case of a joint
adoption, will have the
right to paid time off
to attend five adoption
appointments.
• Joint adopters who are
not the main adopter
will have the right to
unpaid time off to
attend two antenatal
appointments.
• Parents will be entitled
to take unpaid parental
leave up until their
child’s 18th birthday
(currently 5th birthday,
unless the child is
disabled).

Expected

• A new Fit For Work
service is to be
introduced on a phased
basis, providing state
funded occupational
health assessments for
employees who are off
sick for more than four
weeks.
• Changes expected to be
made to the Equality Act
2010:
- Caste discrimination
to be made unlawful,
expected autumn
2015.
- Power of employment
tribunals to
make wider
recommendations
in successful
discrimination claims
expected to be
repealed.
• The Government is due
to respond to its
consultation on the
annual leave aspects of
the Modern Workplaces
consultation.
• Zero hours contracts
exclusivity clauses
expected to be made
unenforceable.
• PRA/FCA Senior
Managers/Certification/
Conduct Rules regimes
expected to be
implemented in 2015/16.

Pre-Election
Manifesto
Proposals

Conservative:
• Scrap exclusive zero
hours contracts.
• Introduce 50% minimum
voting threshold for strike
ballots.
• Replace the Human
Rights Act with a British
Bill of Rights.
Labour:
• Reform employment
tribunal fees.
• End exploitative use of
zero hours contracts.
• Increase national
minimum wage to £8 per
hour by 2020.
• Require companies with
>250 employees to
publish gender pay
figures.
• Equal rights for the selfemployed.
Liberal Democrat:
• Flexible working to be
the norm.
• Fathers to have further 4
weeks’ paternity leave.
• Require companies with
>250 employees to
publish gender pay
figures.
• Independent review to
consult on setting a
“Living Wage”.

